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Romania experiences a high prevalence
of smoking and an increasing percentage
of cessation attempts with limited suc-
cess. In 2012 Davidson College (USA) and
University of Medicine and Pharmacy
from Târgu Mureº have launched a five-
year research on this subject. The project
is composed of seven complementary re-
search studies that address a broad range
of tobacco concerns specific to Romania.
Studies have been conducted on the
smoking habits among medical students,
children and adolescents, pregnant wo-
men, residents in social institutions, and
school-based, clinic-based and community-
based prevention and cessation programs
have been implemented. The researchers
have also analyzed the economic impact
of smoking and the impact of second-
hand smoke on the quality of air. Our
tobacco initiative is expected to contri-
bute to reduce tobacco use and to inform
tobacco control legislation.

Zsolt Nagy
The Road to Recovery for Addicted

Persons and Societies
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In this essay I focus on the striking pa-
rallels between addicted persons and
societies. The escapist consumers of the
affluent societies often seek asylum and
find relief in substances, behaviours, and
gadgets which can help to “suspend rea-
lity” for a while. 12 step programs like
Alcoholics Anonymous are somehow
outcast fellowships that follow a spiritual
path to resolve life problems of addicted
persons.  Recovery after “hitting bottom”
will follow similar patterns in case of
individuals and societies, along with the
reinvention of such values as humility,
tradition, and personal sacrifice.

Bettina Pikó
Self-destructive Addictions: Risks and

Possibilities in Modern Society
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Although addictions have always been 
a part of our human being, consumer
culture plays a decisive role in their pro-
liferation. The BPSS (biopsychosocial-
spiritual) paradigm seems a feasible app-
roach to understanding this phenomenon,
since beyond biochemical mechanisms
and psychosocial processes, spiritual
needs (e.g. searching for a meaning in
life) are also important aspects of the
epidemics of addictions. Adolescence is 
a special period of life in terms of the
development of addictions, in which
peer groups and other social network
have a great impact. We need a positive
psychology approach to the prevention of
addiction. In prevention programs, we
should focus on social skills training and
building self-esteem, besides providing
the necessary information. 

Jenõ-László Vargha 
A Psychologist’s Viewpoint on No-

mophobia
Keywords: nomophobia, addiction, habits,
dopamine, mindfulness, neuroplasticity,
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We are witnessing a growing frequency of
smartphone addiction. Our paper discus-
ses similarities with mental states inclu-
ded under the headline of “Substance-
Related and Addictive Disorders”, in the
last edition of the Diagnostic and Statis-
tical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-
5), published by the American Psychiat-
ric Association. It is argued that the term
“smartphone addiction” is somewhat
misleading, as different people who pre-
sent its symptoms can in fact be addicted
to various functions provided by smart-
phones, such as online gaming, or Inter-
net pornography. Neurological founda-
tions of both habit formation and habit
extinction, as well as the role of dopamine
are also presented. The paper enlists va-
rious negative consequences of smartphone
addiction, such as mindless presence in
everyday activities, anxiety, depression,
and a weakening of social bonding, but
emphasizes also the possibility of finding
an effective therapy, able to free one from
addiction.
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